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The  town  of  Calais  was for many years  central  to Anglo-French and  Anglo-
Burgundian  cultural interchange, both  as  a  mercantile and administrative centre,
and as the point through which numbers of travellers made their way between
England and the continent. Its role as the (sometimes temporary) home of
book-buyers and book producers has not been overlooked by Anne  Sutton,
who, with Livia Visser—Fuchs, signals the  town’s  ‘potential  for cultural  contacts’
and urges the likely rewards of  a  study of what is tentatively termed the  ‘Calais
group’ of book-owners: men  such  as LordHastings, Sir John Donne, Thomas
Thwaytes, and Sir James Tyrell.1 The books which these  individuals  owned or
commissioned  were in many cases very splendid  ones: a  number made their
way into the hands of Edward IV and Henry VII and thence  into  the royal
library.2 Others have  a  significance which stems from their owners’ connections
with William Caxton and the earliest English printed books.3 Scattered pieces
of furtherevidence also  give  some sense of the range of  humbler  book-related
activities  which  were  carried on in  Calais, generally in less exalted circles, and
the present discussion draws  attention  to  a clutch  of these. They forma  series
of footnotes to the important body of material which  Anne Sutton’s  researches
and  initiatives  have begun to make available.

The first note collects together some indications of  a  flourishing interest
among readers of all levels in Calais in  works  on statecraft, governance, and
military strategy, an  interest  made particularly evident in  connection  with the
fifth-century treatise by Vegetius, now known as De re  militari.‘ This  was
available  to English readers in various forms in the fifteenth century, and its role
among the standard works of education for would—be governors is suggested by

1  ‘Choosing a  book’, esp. p. 82;  RIII’:  Books; p.  262.
2  J.  Backhouse, ‘Founders  of the Royal Library: Edward IV and Henry VII as  collectors

of  illuminated manuscripts’, in  England  in the Fzfieentb  Centuy: Pmmding:  qftbe  1986  Harlaxton
3mm», ed. D. Williams, Woodbridge  1987, pp.  23—41.

3  Connections  between  Caxton  and Lord Hastings:  RIII’:  Boob,  p.  132;  K.  Scott, He
Mirmm:  of the  War/dc. MS  Body 283, Roxbutghe  Club, London 1980.

“  Early Engish reception of Vegetius: G.A. Lester, ed., He  Ear/I'm  Eng/bk Translation of
Vegetim’ De Re  Militan', Middle English  Texts  21, Heidelberg 1988; H.N. MacCtacken.
‘Vegetius  in English’, in Anniumay Paper:  b  Colleague: and Ptqailr of GIL.  Kilmdge,  Boston
and London  1913, pp.  389—403; D. Bernstein, ‘Military manuals in  fifteenth-century Eng-
land’, Medieml  Studies, vol. 37 (1975), pp.  469-77;  C.R.  Shrader,  ‘A handlist of  extant

manuscripts containing Do  u  militari  of Flavius  Vegetius  Renatus’, Sm'ptorium, vol. 33 (1979),
pp.  280—305.
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the copy made for Richard  III’s  son, Edward, Prince of Wales, British Library
MS Royal 18  A  xii.5 Made some time between Richard’s accession and his
son’s death in April  1484, this preserves an English prose  translation  (of which
a  total  of  eleven  copies survive) which originated in the circle of the influential
patron  Thomas  Lord Berkeley, in 1408.6 But  among the  various  other render-
ings of the  text into  English is a verse translation, Knjg/tode  and  Bataile, which
seems to  have  been executed in Calais, later  in the century, for presentation
to Henry VI in 1458.7

Only one of the three surviving manuscripts of this verse translation
preserves the prologue which discusses the  text’s  presentation: Cambridge,
Pembroke College MS 243.8 These eleven eight-line stanzas (differentiated
fromthe main text, which is in rhyme royal) are taken up first with an
invocation of the  ‘loveday’ in March 1458 on which was celebrated a reconcili-
ation between Henry VI and his  Yorkist  opponents,9 and then with praise of
Henry himself, ‘themperour  or kyng Emanuel’, on his entry to the city of
London. Next  comes a  short scene in which the  translator, naming himself as
‘person  of Caleys’, prays for the  success of his  undertaking as he presents his
workto Lord Beaumont, the Great Chamberlain,'0 and encourages  Beaumont  to
pass it in tum to the  king, in the hope that its advice will enable him to  ‘provide
sone / To chace his aduersaryes euerychone’.  That  the translator might  have
been linked to Beaumont by some priorconnection is suggested by Beaumont’s
greeting — ‘Preeste vnto  me /Welcom’ — but  qualified  by the marginal note next
to these lines which adds ‘Aftre my mastre’; presumably the priest’s first allegiance
was to someone else, possibly even to the king himself.“

5  RIII’JBaokr, pp.  77—80, 282—83. Other recorded owners of Vegetius  manuscripts  include
John  Paston  III (in English) and  Sirjohn  Fastolf (in French), Lester, T ram/alien, p. 17.

‘5 Berkeley:  R. Hanna III, ‘Sir  Thomas Berkeley and his patronage], Speculum, vol. 64
(1989), pp. 878—916.

7  Knjg/tade  and Bataila' A XVI/J Centuy Vme  Parapbmr: ofF/aviu:  Vegetim' Renatm" T ”attire
De R:  Milimi’, ed. R. Dyboski and Z.M.  Arend, EETS  OS 201, London  1935.  Other
English translations include  sections of the  treatise  in Caxton’s version of Christine de
Pizan’s  Le  Iii”:  desfait:  d’amm  e! de them/aria, printed in  1489  or  1490, A.T.P.  Byles, ed.,
Th Book  oft/19 Fajita: qmm and qf Clyualye, rev.  edn, EETS  OS 189, London  1937, and

a partial  prose  translation, made possibly by a Scottish herald, c. 1500: D. Bernstein, ‘The
Scottish prose  version of  Vegetius’ D: R;  Militan',’ Studies in Smtfixb  Literature, vol.  8  (1970—

71), pp.  174—83.
3  M.R. James, Dum'ptiue Catalogue  of the  Mammn'plx  in the  Libray 0f Pemhmke College,

Cambridge, Cambridge 1905, p.  219; Dyboski and  Arend, Knight/Jade, pp. xi-xii.
9  R.L.  Storey, The End  9/”): Home afLanmrter, London 1966, p.  185; B. Wolffe, Hwy

VI, London  1981, pp.  311—12;_].  Watts, Hang VI and the Palilit: qf Kingsb'y, Cambridge

1996, pp.  343—50.
'0 John, lst  Viscount Beaumont  of Folkingham, knighted 1441, created  Great  Chamber-

lain 1450, died at the  battle  of  Northampton  1460.

"  Dyboski and Arend  punctuate this with  a  comma after ‘Preeste’; MacCracken, ‘cct-
ius in  England’, understands the phrase to  indicate  the  priest’s allegiance to the welcomer.
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No furtherallusions  are made in MS Pembroke 243 to the  translator’s
identity, which is concealed altogether in the two other. manuscripts of  Knygb—
tbode  and  Bataile  (BL  Cotton  Titus  A  xxiii, and Oxford, Bodleian Library Ash-
mole 45), both lacking the prologue, and both modified so that the name of
Edward  IV is substituted for that of Henry VI (as at  lines  121 and  2880, for
example).12 The epilogue, present in all  three copies, does however  retain some
pointed reference to Calais, as the translator figuratively guides his poem into
port:

0  Lady myn, maria, lode stem,
Licence me toward the 10nd; beholde,
Sec  seke  am I, fulfayn  o  lande  I  wolde!

Hail, porte saluz! with thi plesaunt  accesse,
Alhail  Calais!  the:  wolde Ifaynest londe;
That  may not I  [—]oo, whi so? for thei  distresse
Alle, or to deye or with her wrong to stonde.
That  wil I  not, to  wynne  a.l Engclonde!
What myght  availe, a litil beer to dwelle,
And world withouten cnde abide in helle.

O  liu'l case,” 0  pouere hous, my poort
Saluz thou  be, vntil that  aye: amende,
That  is to sey, vntil an  other  soort
Goueme there, that by the kyng be sende .  .  .

(Kiytgbthnde and  Bataile, lines  2977—90).

The translator’s Lancastrian affiliations are made clear in this reference to  a
town fromwhich he had presumably been exiled by the fact of Warwick’s
captaincy, which began in  1456  and lasted  until 1460  and the  Yorkist  victories
in which Beaumont died.14

With so little factual evidence, it is difficult to put  a  name to this Lancastrian

It  should  be noted  that  the marginal addition in the manuscn'pt does not  appear  to be
obviously in the hand of the main scribe.

'2 Yorkist  associations  have  been  suggested  for BL MS  Cotton  Titus  A  xxiii,  which
contains  the inscription  ‘Constat  Edwardo hatteclyff' on f. 57, and in which the  scribe’s
name, written  in  Greek  on f. 56v, transliterates as  ‘hateclyf’.  Dyboski and  Arend  note  that
Edward Hatcliff may have been  some  relation to William Hatcliff, physician to Henry VI
and Edward IV, DNB, vol. 25, pp.  158—9;  Emden, Cambridge,  p.  292.  An Edward Atclyffe,

educated  at Winchester and New  College, Oxford, is listed Emden, Oxford, vol. 1, p. 70,

but he  seems rather  late to be  a candidate  as scribe or  owner  of  this  manuscript.
'3 Glossed as  ‘hut’, ‘cottage’.
'4 M.H. Keen, England in tbe LaterMiddleAges,  London  1973,  pp.  444—46; G.L.  Harriss,

‘The  struggle for Calais: an  aspect  of the rivalry between  Lancaster  and  York’,  EHR,  vol.
75 (1960), pp.  30—53.
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clerk-translator.  All  that  is clear is  that  he was at some stage  a  priest in  Calais,
and retained an affection for it; and  that  he produced a translation of Vegeu'us,
presumably at some  stage  before  1458  and the  presentation recalled  in the
prologue to the copy in MS Pembroke  243.  Evidence assembled by H. N.
MacCracken which seems to  have  been largely ignored does suggest some
possible  further  detail concerning his identity. In 1913 MacCracken suggested
that this ‘Person  of  Calais’ was also the anonymous translator of  Palladiu:  on
Husbandg, produced for Humphxey of Gloucester between  1441  and  1444,
and surviving in  three  manuscripts.  5 His candidate, who needed to be  m  royal
service, to have had connections with  Calais, and perhaps (on the evidence of
the manuscripts of the Vegetius  translation  which make reference to Edward
IV) to  have continued  in  service  under a  Yorkist  king, was one Robert Parker,
a  king’s clerk  under Henry VI, parson of St Nicholas, Calais, and recipient in
1464  of a pardon fromEdward IV.16 The possibility that  the Vegctius and
Palladius translations may have  been the work of one  individual  is in some
ways persuasive, even if MacCracken’s textual evidence does not on its own
wholly convince.‘7 But  whatever  its origins, the rendering into English of a
ueatise about ‘euery feat of  wertc’ by a one-time inhabitant of  a  town whose
role  throughout the fifteenth century was crucial in  hostilities relating to trade
and to both domestic and foreign politics is not without its significance.

Interest among English  residents of Calais in  treatises  on politics and
governance, and possibly also in their comprehensibility, can be documented
still later  in the  fifteenth  century.  A  copy of  Aegidius  Romanus’s De mgimz'ne
prina'pum, translated into  French by Henri  de Gauchy as Le Lim du  gouuememeut
de: mi: et de: prime:, and now New York, Pierpont Morgan Library MS M 222,
beats on f. 106 the inscription  ‘Cest  liure  parteint  au gylliam Sonnyng /
Alderman de Calleis et  a  scan fyz’.18 Sonnyng’s apparently careful study of the
text  is documented in the many annotations which he seems to  have  made to
it, glossing words sometimes in English and sometimes with French or  Latin
equivalents.19 ‘A peine’ is translated into English as  ‘vnnethe’ (f. 15v), for

'5 MacCracken, ‘Vegetius  in English’.  Further  discussion of the translation, A.C. de la
Mare, ‘Duke  Humfrey’s English Palladius (MS  Duke  Humfrey d.  2)’, Bad/aim Libray Record,
vol. 12 (1985), pp.  39—51.

'6 No  RobertParkersof suitable dates are listed in Emden, Cambridge, or Oxford.
'7 One notable  feature which may indicate links between the  works  is the  careful  and

unusual  system of indexing, present in all  three manuscripts  of the Vegetius translation
and in at least some manuscripts of the Palladius; this allows material to be  retrieved  by

means of  lettered  stanzas on  numbered  leaves.
'3 Briefly described in CF. Briggs, Manuscripts  of Giles of  Rome’s  De ngimineprinapum

in England:  a handlist’, .S'nwarium, vol. 47  (1993), pp. 60—73, and the  same, Giles  ofRom’:
'De ngirm'm  prinapum’:  trading and nailing palitit: at mm and unit/wig, t.  1275  —  t.  1525,
Cambridge  1999, pp.  67—68.

'9 S.P.  Molenaer, ed., Li Um: du  Gouuememnt do:  Roz}: A XIIIt.  Fund;  umian aj'Egidia
Colonna’:  T724113: d:  Ragimim  I’ll-”@1011, New York and London 1899, pp.  458—60  (the ms.
is  also  briefly described  on pp.  xxix—xxxiv).  While it  cannot  be  demonstrated  with any
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example, ‘oiseuse’ as  ‘ydelle’ (f.  41v), and the verb  ‘coustte’ explained as ‘to
sowe, ‘coudre’ (f. 57v).  This  same Sonnyng has been connected with another
and more widely known manuscript, Boston, Public Library MS 1519, an
interesting collection of  material  in French and English which  includes a
number of items likely to be close to the heart of anyone with a Calais
connection:20 It begins with Honoré  Bovet’s  Arbne  dc:  bataillex  (on  international
law in battle), and  continues  with  sections  on  ‘Les  loys ct  dxoits  et coustummes
de  mare’, ‘Les  loys ct  coustumes  de la ville et eschevinage dc Caleis’, and  notes

on Edward  III’s  retinue at the  siege  of  Calais.  The English material in this
fluidly bilingual  manuscript includes Lydgate’s  Cburl  and  Bird  (a  translation
fromFrench)21 and  We  like!  of Englis/J  Poligl, an important contribution to
literature concerning fifteenth-century political and  trade  relations between
England, France and Burgundy.22

Much  scholarly interest in this manuscript has been excited by the fact
that  it was owned by one William Caston, who appears to  have  given it to
William Sonnyng in  1471,” and was for some years mistakenly assumed to be
the printer William Caxton. Even without its  Caxton connections, though, it
remains  a  significant  volume, unusually rich in details of provenance and early
ownership. Its scribe identifies himself as  ‘V.C. Moris’ of  Calais; its binding of
blind tooled calf over wooden boards appears to date fromthe fifteenth century
and to represent  a  style common in northern France and Flanders; its ownership
(probably continuously in Calais) is noted over some sixty years, for the record
of  Caston’s gift to Sonnyng is followed by further  inscriptions which chart its
progress from William Sonnyng to his sonjohn, from this John to  anotherJohn,
and fromhim to  Thomas  Wall, Windsor Herald, in 1528.

cenainty that  the hand of the  annotations  is  that  of the inscription, this  seemed to me on
examination  very likely.

2° Descriptions:  Sotheby’s  Sale Catalogue, 31  Match, 1936, lot  146, pp.  35-40; H.
McCusker, ‘A  book  from  Caxton’s  library, Mm Booty: 7?}:  Bulletin  qf the  Barton  Public

Libragy, September 1940, pp.  275—84; N.F.  Blake, Caxton  and his  War/d, London  1969,

pp.  222—23; J. Lawton, ‘Caxton’s  Autograph’, in  Caxton:  an American Contribution to the
Quincmtmay celebration, ed.  80.  Thompson, New York 1976, pp.  13-19; G.D.  Painter,

William  Caxton:  A  Quintenlenag Biograply, London, 1976, p. 161.

2' L.D. Wolfgang, ‘Out  of the Frenssh: Lydgate’s  source  of He  Clmrl  and the  Bird’,
English  language  Nam, vol. 32 (1995), pp.  10—22; N.  Cartlidge, ‘The  source ofjohn  Lydgate’s
He  Churl  and II):  Bird,’ Note:  and Queries, vol. 242 (1997), pp.  22—24.

22 He  Libel/e ofEnglyle  Poljge, ed. G. Warner, Oxford 1926; G.A. Holmes, ‘The “Libel

of English  Policy” ’, EHR, vol. 299 (1961), pp.  193—216; C.M.  Meale, ‘12: Like/[e q’Eng/yxbe
P099:  and mercantile literary culture in late-medieval London’, in  London  and  Bump:  in the

Later  Middle  Agar, ed. J. Boffey and P. King, London 1995, pp.  181—227; J.  Scattergood,
‘77):  Libel/e  oj'EngbIbe  P0999.  the  nation  and its place’, in  Nalion, Court  and  Culttm:  New
Eng}:  an  Fiflemtb-Cmtuy Footy, ed. H. Cooney, Dublin 2001, pp.  28—49.

’3 Inscriptions at the foot of the  first  page, reproduced in the  Sotheby’s catalogue, read
‘Iste fiber  constat Willelmo  Caston’ (continuing) ‘quy dedit Willelmo  Sonnng Anna ml iiijc
lxxi’. On the  Caxton  /  Gaston  confusion, RR. Griffith, 'The  Early Years  of William  Caxton’,
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Not a lot is known about William Sonnyng and his son and grandson,
and  accounts  of the manuscript tend only to repeat information compiled for
its sale in  1936, which drew on unpublished records of the Drapers’ Company:
a John Sonnyng was made free of the company in  1487, and the names of  a
Robert and  a  John appear on a later company roll; 9. Walter Sonning was
recorded as a member of the Fishmongers in 1483.24 To this meagre collection
it is possible to add  a  few more notes. One William Sonnyng, with lands in
London  and elsewhere, described in another record as a merchant citizen, was
assessed at £6 in 1436.25 In January 1512  another William Sonnyng, fishmonger
of  London, was granted protection for one year in the suite of Sir Gilbert
Talbot, Deputy of Calais, and in  1513  was the recipient of a number of pipes
of Wincz‘S It would seem that  a  Sonnyng family with connections in London
and  Calais  flourished throughout the fifteenth century and  into  the  sixteenth,
and  that Boston, PL MS 1519 passed through the hands of some family
members, most  probably in Calais, over the course of  a  number of years.  Their
manuscript registers  a  concern with the history and administration of Calais
in the larger context of  international  trade, politics, and statecraft, and offers
some  testimony to the range and sophistication of interests which  merchants
shared with men like Thomas Thwaytes or LordHastings.”

The treatises of Aegidius and Vegetius, like the more topical  Libel  of English
Paligl, were obvious sources of  instruction  on aspects of secular life facing
those charged with governance or administration, and have muchin  common
with worksin the  ‘Speculum  principis’ tradition (mother Calais representative
of this is the  Semta  .remtamm in Oxford, University College MS 85, which has
been associated with the Calais family of Whetehill)?’3 History also offered
lessons  of  this kind, and among the texts associated with readers in  Calais  are
a  number of  chxonicles  of  various  types. Sir Thomas Thwaytes, for  example,
posted in Calais from1468  onwards, accumulated five volumes of Froissart’s
Cbmm'ques, Xenophon’s  eopédie  (in a  volume  which  also included a  French
translation  of Vegetius De re  ”ti/tan), and  a  six-volume  set of French chronicles;
he may also  have  owned the Flemish copy of the English  Brut  which is now
Lambeth Palace MS 6.29 Copies of Froissart also  passed  through the  hands  of
Lord Hastings.30 Another reader  of suchmaterials, less  munificent than

in  Caxton:  An American  Contribution  to the Quintentenay Celebration, ed. 8.0. Thompson, New

York1976, pp.  20—54.
2‘ Sotheby’s Sale Catalogue, 31 March, 1936, lot  146, p. 39.
5  5L.  Thrupp, 27;:  Mmhant  Clan qf Medieval  London, Ann  Arbor 1948, p.  384; CCR,

1435-41, p. 285 (29 July 1439).
2‘ Lettm  and  Paper:  HT/YII; vol. 1, part  1, 1509—1513, p.  509; vol.  1, pt 2, 1513—14,

p. 117.

27 Sutton, ‘Caxton  was a mercer’, see  Bibliography under  1994.

as RIII’:  Baal-J, fig, 45, p. 121.
2’ ‘Choosing a  Book’, nn. 145, 146.
3° Backhousc, ‘Founders’, pp.  29—30; D.H. Turner, Ila  Hmling: Hour:  ,  London, 1983.
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Thwaytes and  Hastings  and as  a  consequence more obscure, may have been
Sir Humphrey Talbot, knight  of the body to Edward IV, and Marshal of Calais
from1486 to  1493, Whose name appears on f. 305v of BL MS  Cotton  Nero
E  iii, a  copy of the Ana'mne:  chmnique: a’e Flandm.  On the same parchment
fragment is a single rhyme royal  stanza, possibly to be associated with  Talbot,
lamenting cruel fortunein love:

0  cruell fortune to me  moost  contrarye

Whych vnkyndly Bannyschyed  hath  me causeles
Out off her ffavoure to whom pmmysyd had I
My servisse fforever with out dowblenesse

In  thought  not word he:  neuer  to displease
Nor fftome her servysse neuer to departe
To deth had cast on me hys  mortall  darte.“

Humphrey was one of the sonsof John  Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury (d.  1453)
and of John’s second wife, Margaret, the  daughter  of Richard Beauchamp,
Earl of Warwick. He served in Edward IV’s expedition to France in 1475, and
was employed on  various  diplomatic missions  successively by Edward, by
Richard  III, and by Henry VII.  By the year of his appointment as marshal of

Calais he already had  a house  there; his will, proved in  1494, stipulates that
the  rule  of his men shouldgo to his nephew, Sir Gilbert Talbot, who would
later succeed him as Marshal.32 The possibility that  he owned this copy of the
Cbronique: de  F1411d  is supported by other evidence of an interest in  books,
and specifically history, in the form of a reference in his will to ‘the Englissh
booke .  .  . of the Siege of Troy, perhaps the manuscript of Lydgate’s Tm]
Book  which is now Manchester, John Rylands Library MS Eng. 1.33

"  Not  currently listed in C.  Brown  and RH. Robbins, 7713 Index  aidd/e Eng/bk Vern,
New York1942, or RH. Robbins and ].L. Cutler, A  Stqaplemant to the  Index  ofMdd/e  Englixb

Vern, Lexington KY, 1963; I  should like to  thank  Dr  Elizabeth  Urquhart for alerting me

to  this  fragment and discussing Humphrey Talbot  with me.

’2 Wedgwood, BiograpbieI, p.  839; the biography of Humphrey’s father, DNB, vol. 55,
p.  323, adds  the information  that  Humphrey died at  Mount  Sinai. Gilbert was the son of

John  Talbot, 2nd Earl of  Shrewsbuxy, Humphrey’s half-brother. The words  ‘Dorenesavant  /
Bukyngbam’, which also appear on f.  305v  of MS Cotton Nero E iii, may relate to the

subsequent  ownership of the  book  or to Humphrey Talbot’s  connections; John  Talbot,
3d Earl of Shrewsbury (the brother of Gilbert, and  another  of Humphrey’s nephews)

married  Katherine, daughter  of Humphrey Stafford, lst Duke of Buckingham.

’3 The will is calendaxed as PCC  Vox, 20, and an  account  of it is given Etta/mute
Vermin, vol. 2, p.  484.  On the Rylands ms. N.R. Ker, Medieval  Manmmjm  in Brink/J  Librarian

4  vols, Oxford 1969—92, vol. 3, pp.  398—400. Talbot  bequeathed the book to the daughter

of the physician Roger  Marshall, but it seems to have  passed  into the hands of his executor

Thomas  Booth, and after  this  to  Booth’s  own  executor  Sir John Mundy, goldsmith and

Lord  Mayor of  London  in  1522. Roger  Marshall died c.1477; his will  makes xeference  to  a

daughter, Anne, still  a  minor at his death, and to an  unborn  child who may also  have  been

female; LE. Voigts, ‘A  doctor  and his  books:  the manuscripts of  Roger Marchall  (d.  1477)’,
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These three notes  outline  some  interests  and bibliographical  activities
which can be pursuedmuch furtherthan is possible here. Residents of  Calais,
and visitors who passed through it, were energetic readers, and one further
line of enquiry might investigate  intersections in the  paths  of some of the
individuals who have been mentioned: in 1512, for example, William Sonnyng,
fishmonger  of London, visited  Calais  in the  suite  of Sir Gilbert Talbot.34 The
bdoks discussed  here  contain evidence of  various  forms of readerly activity —
annotation  in the formof inscriptions; glossing; translation  from French into
English  — and suggest ways in which the environment of Calais (with its  ease
of access to books from France and Flanders, and its numbers of well-travelled
visitors) might have nurtured in its residents some heightened  consciousness
of the  intellectual, material, and possibly political value of bibliographical pur-
suits.  That  the  massive translation into  English of Froissart’s  Cbmnique:  was
undertaken by a marshal of Calais, John Bourchier, Lord Berners, seems no
surprise  in  such a  context.35

in New .S'deme out (f Old  Boob:  Studies in Mammrfim and  Barb: Printed Book:  in  Honour  of A.  1
Dale, ed. R. Beadle and AJ. Piper, Aldushot 1995, pp.  249—314, esp. n. 44.

3‘ Mum and  Paper:  HVIII, vol. 1, part 1, 1509—1513, p.  509.

’5 Berners:  DNB, vol. 6, pp.  12—14; N.F.  Blake, ‘Lord  Berners: A  Survey, Mediawalia
0’ Htmaflirlita, ns, vol.  2  (1971), pp. 119—32.
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